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Let k be an algebraically closed field, G an affine algebraic group over k, and R a 
commutative k-algebra on which G acts rationally: for example, G can be the 
algebra of polynomial functions on an affine variety with G-action. This paper shows 
how to calculate, via an exact sequence, the Picard group of the ring of invariants RG 
in terms of the Picard group of R and various subgroups of the character group of G. 
The following notations and conventions are adopted: G and k are as above. A 
G-module V is a k-vector space with G-action. V is a rational G-module if for each o 
in V, the G-translates of u span a finite dimensional k-subspace W of V such that the 
induced map G --, GL( W) is a morphism of algebraic groups. X(G) is the character 
group of G. An element u of a rational G-module V is a semi-invariant of weight 
x E X(G) if gu = x(g)v for all g in G. Throughout, R denotes a commutative 
k-algebra on which G acts as k-algebra automorphisms uch that: 
(1) R is a rational G-module. 
(2) Every unit of R is a semi-invariant. 
(3) If g --, ug is a function from G to units of R with Ugh = ugg(uh) for all g, h in G, 
then ug E k for all g in G. 
We remark that conditions (2) and (3) are trivially satisfied if the units R are the units 
of k. Further, if G is connected and R is a normal affine k-algebra satisfying (l), then 
[4, Proposition la, p. 451 establishes (2) and the proof of [4, Proposition lb, p. 461 
establishes (3). In general, if R satisfies (l), (2), (3) and R. is a sub-k-algebra of R 
stable under G, R. satisfies (l), (2), (3). 
For x E X(G), let R, be the set of all semi-invariants of weight ,y. 
X’(G,R)=C~EX(G)IR,#O and R,_,#O}, 
XS(G,R)=CycX(G)IRR,=R and RR,_,=R), 
X”(G, R) = & E X(G) 1 R, contains a unit}. 
Then X”(G, R)EX~(G, R)zX’(G, R) and all three are subgroups of X(G). 
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Finally, if V is an affine k-variety, k[ V] denotes its coordinate ring, and U( ) is the 
unit functor. S always denotes the ring of invariants RG. Cl( ) denotes divisor class 
group. 
The paper begins with a general discussion of projective R-modules with rational 
G-action, then specializes to rank one to treat Pit. It is shown that invertible 
R-modules with G-action come from invertible S-modules, and vice versa, under 
appropriate assumptions, and the exact sequences describing Pit(S) are sequences 
describing the classification of invertible R-modules with G-action. 
Definition. M is a rational R-G module if M is an R-module and a rational 
G-module such that g(um) = g(v)g(m) for all L’ E R, m EM and g E G. 
There are two sources of rational R-G modules that we will use repeatedly: if M is 
any S-module, then MR = R C&M is a rational R-G module with G-action 
g(r 0 m) = g(r) 0 m; and if V is a rational G-module R[ V] = R Ok V is a rational 
R-G module with G-action g(r 0 u) = g(v) 0 g(c). 
We also observe that if M is a rational R-G module and N is an R-submodule and 
a G-submodule of M, then N is also a rational R-G module. It follows that if M is a 
rational R-G module, N an R-module and a G-module, and f: M + N a G- 
equivariant R-module homomorphism, then K = Ker(f) is a rational R-G module so 
f(M) = M/K is a rational R-G module. Further constructions of rational R-G 
modules are contained in the following lemma: 
Lemma 1. Let V and W be rational R-G modules. 
(a) V@ W is a rational R-G module with G-action g(u 0 w) = g(u)Og(w). 
(b) V OR W is a rational R-G module with G-action g(u 0 w) = g(c) 0 g(w). 
(c) If V is finitely generated, V* = HomR( V, R) is a rational R-G module with 
G-action g(f)(u) = g( f (g-Iv)). 
(d) If Visfinitely generated projective, then HomR ( V, W) is a rational R-G module 
with G-action g(f)(u) = g(f(g-‘u)). 
Proof. The stated G-actions in each case produce G-module structures on the given 
R-modules, and the only question is rationality. This is trivial for case (a). For (b), 
regard V and W as rational G-modules. Then V Ok W is a rational G-module, with 
G-actiong(uOw)=g(u)Og(w)andR[VO,,W]-*VORWbyrOuOw-,ruOwisa 
G-equivariant R module epimorphism, so by the remarks preceding the lemma 
VaR w is rational. For (c), choose a finite-dimensional rational G-submodule 
V, of V such that V = R V,,. Homk( V,,, k) is a rational G-module with G-action 
g(f)(x) = f(g-‘x). Also, R[V,]+ V by r Ox + rx is a G-equivariant R-module 
epimorphism, so HomR( V, R) -, HomR(R[ V,,], R) is a G-equivariant R-module 
injection. Thus it suffices by the above remarks to see that HomR(R[ V,], R] is 
rational, and this follows from the (G-equivariant) isomorphism RIHomk(Vo, k)]+ 
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V*. Part (d) follows from (b), (c) and the observation that the canonical isomorphism 
V* OR W + HomR (V, W) is G-equivariant. 
Definition. A rational R-G module M is invariantly generated if M = RMG. 
If M is an S-module, MR is an invariantly generated rational R-G module. We show 
below that the converse to this is true when G is linearly reductive and the modules 
are finitely generated projective. 
Proposition 2. Let M be a finirely generated projective S-module. Then M --* (MR)~ by 
m + 10 m is an S-module isomorphism. 
Proof. For any S-module N, let fV: N + (NR)G be given by fN(x) = 10 x. Thenf is a 
natural transformation of additive functors of S-modules andfs is an isomorphism. It 
follows that f~ is an isomorphism if M is finitely generated projective. 
The proposition implies that if M is a finitely generated projective S-module, then 
the projective finitely generated invariantly generated rational R-G module MR has 
the property that its S-submodule of invariants is also finitely generated projective. 
We see next that this holds for all finitely generated projective invariantly generated 
rational R-G modules, when G is linearly reductive. 
Lemma 3. Let P and Q be finitely generated projective rational R-G modules, and 
f: P+ Q a G-equivariant R-module epimorphism. Then there is a G-equivarianr 
R-module monomorphism h : Q -, P with fh = 10. 
Proof. f” : (Hom,(Q, P)+ HomR(Q, Q) is surjective since Q is projective. 
HomR(Q, P) and HomR(Q, 0) are rational G-modules by Lemma l(d), and f* is 
G-equivariant. Thus f* is surjective on invariants since G is linearly reductive. An 
invariant h with f*(h) = 10 is the desired monomorphism 
Corollary 4. Let Pbe a projective finitely generated invarianrly generated rational R-G 
module with G linearly reductive. Then 
(a) PG is a finitely generated projective S-module 
(b) P”” is invariantly generated 
(c) (PG)~ + P by r 0 x + rx is a G-equivariant R-module isomorphism. 
Proof. Letxl,..., x, be a finite set of R-module generators of P contained in PG. 
Let F = RCh’ as a rational R-G module and let f: F + P be f(rl, . . . , r”) = 1 rixi. Then f 
is a G-equivariant R-module epimorphism. Let h: P+ F be a G-equivariant R- 
module homomorphism with fh = 1,; h exists by Lemma 3. Then hIPG is a right 
S-module inverse to flFG, and FG = SCh’, so (a) follows. Also, h* : F*+ P* is 
surjective and G-equivariant, hence P* is invariantly generated since F* is, and (b) 
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follows. For (c), we note that both sides are additive functors of rational R-G 
modules, and the map is a natural transformation for G-equivariant R-module 
homomorphisms. It is an isomorphism when P = R, hence for P = F by additivity, 
and hence for P since F = POKer(f) as G-modules. 
As a consequence of Corollary 4(c), we observe that rank,(P) = ranks(PG), and 
hence if P is an invertible R-module, then PC is an invertible S-module. The 
remainder of this paper will focus on this rank one case. 
Definition. PicG(R) denotes the set of isomorphism classes of rank one projective 
rational R-G modules under G-equivariant R-module isomorphisms. If I is such a 
module, {I} denotes its class in PicG(R). 
The notation PicG(R) is chosen to conform with that of [6, p. 321. PicG(R) is an 
abelian group with {I} - {.I} = {I OR J}, {I}-’ = {I*} and identity {R}. We denote 
isomorphism classes in the ordinary Picard group Pic( - ) by [ * 1. We have group 
homomorphisms Pi@) + PicG(R) and PicG(R) + Pit(R) given by [I] + {IR} and 
{I} + [I], respectively. 
Proposition 5. Pi@) + PicG(R) is an injecrion. If G is linearly reductive, the image is 
{{I}E PicG(R)II is invariantly generated}. 
Proof. Let [I] E Pi@). By Proposition 2, I = (lR)G. If {IR} = {R}, then (IR)G = RG = 
S, so the map is injective. If [I] E Pit(S), IR is invariantly generated, so the image is 
contained in the desired set. Conversely, if G is linearly reductive and {I} E PicG(R) 
with I invariantly generated, then I = (lG)R by Corollary 4(c) so {I} is in the image. 
Theorem 6. There is an exact sequence l--, X”(G, R) + X(G) + PicG(R) + Pit(R). 
Proof. We denote the non-trivial maps byf, p, q (left to right). Thus f is the inclusion 
and q((1)) = [I]. To construct p, we introduce the following notations: if x E X(G), let 
V(x) be the one-dimensional rational G-module with character x and let R[,y] = 
R[ V(x)]. Then R[x] is a rational R-G module and a rank one free R module, and we 
let p(x) = {Rh]}. Clearly, p is a homomorphism. The sequence is exact at X”(G, R) 
by definition. If x E X”(G, R) and u E U(R) with g(u) = x(g)rc, and if x is an R-basis 
of R[,Y] with g(x) =x(g)x, then RhJ+ R by rx + ru is a G-equivariant R-module 
isomorphism, so p(x) = {R[,Y]} = {R}. If x E X(G) and p(x) = {R}, then R[x] has an 
R-basis x with g(x) = x for all g in G. Let y be an R-basis of R[x] with g(y) = x(g)y 
for g in G. Then y = ux for some u E U(R). Assume u has weight IL. Then for g in G, 
x(g)y = g(y) = g(u)x = $(g)ux = x(g)y so x = 1/1 and x E X”(G, R). Thus the 
sequence is exact at X(G). If x E X(G), then q(p(x)) = [RI. Now let {I}E Ker(q). Let 
x be an R-basis of I. Then g(x) = U$ with up E U(R) for all g E G. By assumption, 
g+ U, is an element of X(G), say U, =x(g). Then if y is an R-basis of Rh] with 
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g(y) =x(g)y for all g E G, ~*R[x] by rx +ry as a G-equivariant R-module iso- 
morphism so {I} = {R[x]} = p(y), and the sequence is exact at PicG(R). 
Lemma 7. Letx E X(G). Then R[x] is invariantly generated if and only if RR,-, = 
R. 
Proof. Let x be an R-basis of R, which is a semi-invariant of weight ,y, so R[x] = Rx. 
Then rx E (R[x])~ if and only if g(r)x(g)x = rx for all g in G, or g(r) =x-i(g)r. Thus 
(RExI)” = Rx-,x and R[x]= R * (R[x])~ if and only if Rx = RRx_,x, or R = 
RR,-, . 
This result can be improved if G is linearly reductive: 
Corollary 8. Let G be linearly reductive and x E X(G). Then R[x] is invariantly 
generated if and only if x E XS(G, R). 
Proof. If R[x] is invariantly generated, so is (R[,y])* = R[x-‘1 by Corollary 4(b), 
and by Lemma 7, then, x is in XS(G, R). If xcXS(G, R), RR,-, = R, so R[x] is 
invariantly generated by Lemma 7. 
Theorem 9. Let G be linearly reductive. Then there is an exact sequence 13 
X”(G, R)+XS(G, R)-+Pic(RG)+Pic(R). 
Proof. By Proposition 5, Pic(RG) is the subgroup of PicG(R) given by the invariant 
by generated elements. By Corollary 8, the inverse image in X(G) of this subgroup is 
XS(G, R), so the result follows from Theorem 6. 
Even if G is not linearly reductive, we can still apply some of the above results: 
Theorem 10. There is a subgroup E of XS(G, R) and an exact sequence E-t 
Pic(R G, + Pit(R). 
Proof. The map Pit(S) + Pit(R) is the composite Pit(S) + PicG(R) + Pit(R), and the 
first map is injective by Proposition 5. If [I] is in the kernel, with {IR} = {R[x]}, then 
R[,y] is invariantly generated so RR,_, = R by Lemma 7. But them R[x-‘I= 
(R[x])* = (IR)* = (I*), is also invariantly generated, so RR, = R and x E XS(G, R). 
Thus the subgroup E in question is the inverse image in X(G) of the image of Pit(S) 
in PicG(R), and the exactness follows from Theorem 6. 
Theorems 9 and 10 give more precise information about Pit(S) when some of the 
other groups in the sequence vanish. We note now a condition on the vanishing of 
XS(G, R). 
Lemma 11. Suppose there is a maximal idealMof R with g(M) = Mfor all g in G and 
R/M = k. If x E X(G) and x # 1, RR, # R. In particular, XS(G, R) = 1. 
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Proof. Let f~ R,, f&M. Choose a E k with f -a EM (a # 0) and g E G with x(g) = 
6#l.Thenbf-a=~(g)f-a=g(f-a)~M,so(f-a)-b~’(bf-u)=6~‘u-u~M 
and b-la -a # 0. This is impossible, so R, EM. 
Corollary 12. If there is a maximal ideal M of R with g(M) = M for all g in G and 
R/M = k, then Pit(S) + Pit(R) is injectiue. 
The corollary applies in particular when G acts on the affine variety V with a fixed 
point and R = k[ V]. For the case V = k(“) and the action is linear, we even have 
Pit(S) = 1, since Pic(k[xi, . . . , x,]) = 1. (These results are related to a similar 
theorem due to Kang [3, Theorem 2.51.) Our exact sequences till provide informa- 
tion, even if the action is non-linear: we still have Pic(k[xi, . . . , x,]) = 1, and 
U(k[xi,. . . . x, J) = k* IS contained in S, so X”(G, R) = 1. Thus Pic(RG) is iso- 
morphic to a subgroup of XS(G, R) by Theorem 10, and in fact Pic(RG) = XS(G, R) 
if G is linearly reductive. 
We now consider an example illustrating Theorem 9: let G denote the diagonal 
subgroup of GL,(k), and let R = k[GL,(k)]. G acts on GL,(k) the right (and hence 
on R on the left via (gf)(x)=f(xg)) and GL,(k)/G is an affine variety with 
coordinate ring RG. Let aij in R be the (i, j) matrix coordinate function, let Aij in R 
be the (i, j) cofactor function, and let d E R be the determinant. Let xi EX(G) be 
defined by Xi(diag(A 1, . . . , A,,)) = Ai. Then aii is a semi-invariant of weight xi, d is a 
semi-invariant of weight x1x2 * - * x,,, and Aij is a semi-invariant of weight 
XIX2 * * . ,yn(,y;*). The cofactor expansion of the determinant along row one, d = 
C ulfilj, then shows that each xi is in XS(G, R), SO XS(G, R)=X(G). Also, every 
element of U(R) is a constant multiple of a power of d, so X”(G, R) is generated by 
XIX2 * * - ,yn. Finally, Pit(R) = 1, so Pic(RG) =X(G)/&1 * * * ,vn) is free abelian of 
rank n - 1. (This calculation could also be done from the exact sequence [2, 
Proposition 3.1, p. 2751.) 
Theorem 9 can also be used to compute divisor class groups under certain 
circumstances, as we now show: 
Proposition 13. Let G be linearly reductive. Let R be factorial and let Q be the 
multiplicative subset of R generated by the irreducible invariants. Assume thutforeuch 
x E X’(G, R), Q n R,R,-, is non-empty. Then Cl(S) =X’(G, R)/X”(G, R). 
Proof. Q is contained in S and is generated by prime elements of S, so by [l, 
Corollary 7.3, p. 361 Cl(Q-‘S) = Cl(S). G actson Q-‘R with (Q-lR)G = Q-‘S, and 
if ,y E X(G), (Q-‘R), = Q-‘(R,). It follows that X’(G, Q-‘R) = X’(G, R). 
Moreover, units of Q-‘R are all of the form uxy-‘, u E U(R) x, y E Q, so 
X”(G, Q-‘R) =X”(G, R). It follows that we may assume R = Q-‘R. Then if 
x EX’(G, R), R,R.-I = S, so X’(G, R) =XS(G, R). By Theorem 9, Pit(S) = 
XS(G, R)/X”(G, R). There is a canonical injection Pic(S)*Cl(S). In [4, Theorem 
6, p. 471, a surjection E -, Cl(S) is given where (since R is factorial) E is a subgroup of 
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X(G). The proof of [4, Theorem 6, p. 473 (final paragraph) shows that E is contained 
in X’(G, R). Thus Pit(S) = Cl(S) and the result follows. 
As an example of Proposition 13, we consider the following: let G = GLi(k)‘d’ be a 
d-dimensional torus and let x1,. . . , Xd be a basis of X(G). Let 
{ml,. . . , mdr ul,. . . , ud} be a set of 2d positive integers all at least 2. Let R be a 
polynomial ring over k in the indeterminants xii, 1 sic d, 1 s j< m,, and yii, 
1 s is d, 1 s j s ~1 Let G act on R by gxii =xi(g)~,j and gyii =x7* (g)yii for g E G, SO 
xii E Rxi and vii E Rx,-,. Then, for each i = 1, 2, . . . , d, xiiy,i +xizyiz is an irreducible 
invariant in R,,R.,-,. Then X(G) =X’(G, R), X”(G, R)= 1, and R satisfies the 
hypotheses of Proposition 13. Hence Cl(RG) =X(G) = Zcd’. In the case d = 1, this 
calculation is obtained by other means in [5, Theorem 5, p. 6791. 
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